Her Eyes are With Her Thoughts, and They Are Far Away 1897
a wistfully decorative subject typical of the 1890s

“…The 1913 Royal Academy memorial exhibition
devoted to Alma-Tadema attracted only 17,000
visitors (Landseer’s, a generation earlier and at the
pinnacle of his fame, drew over 100,000). Those who
had known him were polite enough, but the tide of
opinion was already turning, one critic acidly
commenting that his pictures were ‘about worthy
enough to adorn bonbon boxes’. It was the beginning
of an Anti-Alma-Tadema phase that was to last fifty
years. Its chief exponents were Augustus John and
his contemporaries in the Bloomsbury Group, to
whom Alma-Tadema and his ilk were anathema. The
backlash is understandable. Alma-Tadema was the
most representative Academy painter of the
nineteenth century, the personification of high
Victorian art, and when this was rejected out of hand,
Alma-Tadema, once the highest of them all, had the
furthest to fall.
He was so much a product of his age that when
Victoriana came to be despised, Alma-Tadema’s
reputation steadily sank. It eventually reached such
an all-time low that art galleries were literally
throwing his paintings out. Some were sold for
insultingly low prices: in 1954 Exeter City Art Gallery
got rid of… the Lady (?)…Art Gallery in 1958 for £241
10s. In 1960 The Roses of Heliogabalus,
commissioned in 1888 for £4,000, and The Finding
of Moses (£5,250 in 1904) failed to find buyers
willing to pay more than £105 and £252 respectively.
The turning point came about 1962, when the Robert
Isaacson Gallery in New York audaciously celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of Alma-Tadema’s death by
exhibiting twenty-six of his paintings. Prices began
to rise along with the general renewal of interest in
Victorian art – but in Alma-Tadema’s case the
escalation was curiously spurred by the enthusiasm
of Allen Funt, the American film producer and creator
of the popular television programme, ‘Candid
Camera’, Funt perversely built up the world’s largest
collection of Alma-Tadema paintings, originally to
furnish a room decorated in Roman style, but with
increasing momentum after he discovered the Ruskin
had declared Alma-Tadema to have been the worst
painter of the nineteenth century, Funt sprang to his
defense, later commenting, ‘Soon I found myself with
a houseful of Alma-Tadema paintings and a warm
feeling of sympathy for this painter who received
rather critical treatment.’ Funt came to appreciate the

collection of thirty-five paintings he assembled over
the next eight years. In 1972, however, Mr. Funt’s
accountant, when discovered to have been
embezzling his funds, committed suicide, leaving
him, as he described his situation, with ‘everything a
rich man has – except cash’. The Alma-Tadema had
to go, but their potential at auction was encouraging,
spring having been sold in that year for $55,000.
After a swan-song exhibition at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in new York, the crossed the Atlantic
to be sold at Sotheby’s, where they realize a total of
£234,000. Interestingly, the sale included both The
Roses of Heliogabalus and the The Finding of Moses:
just thirteen years after they had been rejected at
£105 and £252, they fetched £28,000 and £30,000
respectively – the latter a new record for AlmaTadema painting. In the same year, the present
author’s short biography of Alma-Tadema was
published – the first book on him for over sixty years.
This was followed by exhibitions organized at the
Princesshof useum in Leeuwarden in 1974 and at
Sheffield City Art Gallery in 1975. In 1978, Vern
Swanson;s Alma-Tadema: The Painter for the
Victorian Vision of the Ancient World was published
in Britain and the United States as well as in French
and Dutch. Mr. Swanson has been working for many
years on the catalogue raisonné of Alma-Tadema’s
paintings, and has been responsible for the
acquisition and promotion of his work, particularly at
Brigham Young University Art Museum in Provo, Utah.
Rather than being pilloried for being a man of his
time, Alma-Tadema is today acknowledged as
representing in his works the epitome of High
Victorian taste. Once criticized for the lack of ‘soul’ in
his work, or as an arch exponent of kitsch, he is now
again admire as one of the most incredibly skilled
technicians of
all time, in whose picture no
intricate detail, however minute,
is left to the imagination his
richly coloured, sumptuous and
stunningly lit scenes have a freshness and impact that even now,
over a century after some of
the were painted, still
have the power to
amaze.”

